
Roadrunner’s Dance

Spelling Words: Long i & Long u
sky right cute
fry bright mule
pie grind music
tied child drew
tight cube few
coast scold bone
mighty Utah

Vocabulary Words: 
1. When there is cooperation, people are working together 

to do something.
2. When you make an attempt to do something, you try to 

do it.
3. When a person is awkward, he or she is clumsy and not 

graceful.
4. When something is created, it is made or built.
5. When you act furiously, you act in a way that shows you 

are very angry.
6. When I interfere, I get in the way of something 

happening.
7. When you let people get involved in an activity, you let 

them take part in it.
8. When a person is timid, he or she is shy and not brave.



The Castle on Hester 
Street

Spelling Words: Long e
heel street speaks
week freeze team
creek seal clean
free weak cream
green bean field
tight tied cute
sixteen peanut

Vocabulary Words: 
1. Immigrated means to come to a new country to live.
2. If you arrived, you got to where you were going.
3. Inspected means to look at something closely and 

carefully.
4. A moment is a very short amount of time.
5. An opportunity is a chance for good things to happen.
6. Photographs are pictures taken with a camera.
7. Something that is valuable is worth a lot of money, or 

means a lot to someone.
8. Whispered means to speak in a very quiet voice.



Vote! 

Spelling Words: Words with Silent Letters
wrap write knock
wrists wreath knee
wrote knit gnome
wreck knife sign
wring knight gnaws
heel weak field
wristwatch knapsack

Vocabulary Words: 
1. If you announced something, you told people about it.
2. Candidates are the people seeking an office or honor.
3. To convince is to cause someone to believe or do 

something.
4. When you make decisions, you make choices.
5. To elect is to choose by voting.
6. To estimate is to guess an amount.
7. A government is the people who guide a city, state, or 

country.
8. If you are independent, you do things for yourself.



Whooping Cranes in 
Danger

Spelling Words: Three-Letter Blends
scrubs spread strong
screams splash squeak
scratch spray three
scrape streak throw
screen strength thread
wrote knife sign
streamer scribble

Vocabulary Words: 
1. When something is a success, it ends well.
2. When people are caretakers, they care for a person or 

animal and keep it safe.
3. A population of animals is all the animals of the same 

kind living in a place.
4. When you recognized someone, you remembered that 

person from the past.
5. When two people are relatives, they are members of the 

same family.
6. Resources are things that are available to be used when 

needed, such as water.
7. When people or animals survive a dangerous event, they 

stay alive.
8. When something is threatened, it is in danger of being 

hurt.



The Inventor Thinks Up 
Helicopters

Spelling Words: Digraphs
chick much pitch
teacher lunch hatch
cheese stretch thick
truth pathway them
fish whales what
spray streak thread
sandwich weather

Vocabulary Words: 
1. To imagine something is to picture it in your mind.
2. To bounce is to spring back after hitting something.
3. An inventor is a person who creates something for the 

first time.
4. An observer is someone who watches something.
5. Alliteration occurs when several words or syllables in a 

row start with the same sound.
6. In a free verse poem, some verses rhyme and some do 

not.
7. A limerick is a funny poem of five lines with a specific 

rhyme pattern.
8. Kite and sight rhyme because they end with the same 

sound.


